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Abstract 
The current work describes the results of modeling of the behavior of the autonomous agent. The 
control system of the agent is based on a growing neuron gas. Computer simulations characterize the 
exploration behavior of the agent in one-dimensional and two-dimensional mazes. 
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1 Introduction 
The behavior of a model organism (an agent) with needs of food, safety, and accumulation of 
knowledge was studied in the work [1]. That work used the method of growing neural gas. The 
essence of this method is as follows. 
There is a network of interconnected neuron nodes. Each neuron-node stores certain sensory 
information Si, where i is the index of the neuron. Si is the memory vector of i-th neuron. Neurons 
have modifiable weights; neuron weights are adjusted by means of learning. The neural network 
controls the behavior of the agent. At any time moment t, the current sensory information at the 
entrance of the agent S(t) is compared with all memory vectors of neurons Si, and the k-th neuron, for 
which the distance between S(t) and Sk has minimal value, is found. If the distance between S(t) and 
Sk for this neuron is less than a certain threshold Th, then the vector Sk approaches slightly to vector 
S(t) and the k-th neuron becomes active. If this distance is greater than the threshold Th, then a new 
neuron-node is created; the memory vector of this neuron is equal to S(t). 
Directed links between neurons are formed. For example, when a new neuron is created, then the 
link from the neuron that was active in the previous time moment and the new neuron is formed. 
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If memory vectors Si of neuron-nodes determine the positions of the agent in the space, then it is 
easy to organize the movement of agents in accordance with the memory of neurons. In this case, the 
agent preliminary wanders randomly through the space. The neuron weights Wi are formed by means 
of reinforcement learning [2]. The more favorable locations of the agent correspond to neurons with 
large weights Wi. The memory vectors Si of these neurons determine preferred locations in the space. 
At preliminary wandering, the agent forms the neural network with links between neurons. Such 
neural network can control the agent movement as follows. Every time moment t, the agent is in the 
location that corresponds to the vector Si of the active neuron. Then the agent considers all links from 
this active neuron and chooses that neuron, which has the greatest weight among these linked neurons. 
The agent moves to the location that corresponds to the new chosen neuron. The new neuron becomes 
active at time moment t+1. 
The present work studies the behavior of the searching agent by means of the method of growing 
neural gas. Unlike the work [1], which considered rather complex behavior of agents with several 
needs and motivations, our model pays a special attention to the analysis of specificity of the searching 
agent in one-dimensional and two-dimensional space. 
2 Model of Searching Agent 
2.1 One-dimensional Case 
The model implies that the agent: 1) explores the space and 2) searches for a food source in this 
space. 
We use the annealing method [3] as follows. At initial time moments t, the agent walks mainly 
randomly, and neurons, neuron weights, and links between neurons are formed. Then after formation 
of the neuron gas, the random walk decreases gradually, and at enough large times t, the agent 
movement in space occurs mainly deterministic, in accordance with the weights of the neurons. 
The main assumptions of the one-dimensional model are as follows: 
1. The agent, which can move in the one-dimensional space x, is considered.  
2. There is a corridor of length L, there is a food source in certain place of the corridor. The agent 
task is to explore the corridor and to find the food source. 
3. The food source has small size d. 
4. The agent has a resource R(t) that increases, when the agent finds the food source. 
5. The time t is discrete. Any time moment, the agent executes the movement, its coordinate x is 
modified by some amount Δx(t). 
6. When the agent coordinate coincides with the coordinate of the food source, the agent resource 
increases: R(t) = R(t) + Δr. 
7. The agent control system is the growing neural network. The current agent coordinate x(t) is the 
input of the active agent neuron. 
8. Each neuron has a memory, in the considered one-dimensional case, the memory vector Si has 
one component xi. 
9. There are two modes of the agent dynamics: 1) the random mode of movement and 2) the 
deterministic mode of movement in accordance with the weights of the neurons. 
10. At each time moment, the agent selects the first or the second mode of movement. The 
probability of selection of the random mode of movement is Pm. At the beginning of agent movement, 
this probability Pm is close to 1; but this probability decreases gradually with time and at large t the 
agent moves deterministically, in accordance with the weights of the neurons. Thus, the annealing 
method takes place: at small times t the agent moves randomly, at large times the agent moves 
deterministically. 
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11. At the random mode of movement, the agent coordinate after movement at the time moment t 
becomes equal to x(t). Then the agent coordinate x(t) is compared with memories of all neurons xi, and 
the k-th neuron, which memory xk is the most close to x(t), is found. If the distance | xk – x(t) | is less 
than the threshold Th, the value xk in the memory of the neuron is slightly shifted, approaching to x(t); 
the k-th neuron becomes active. If | xk – x(t) | > Th, the new neuron, which stores the current 
coordinate x(t) in its memory, is created. Then the link from the previous active neuron to the new 
neuron is formed. The new neuron becomes active. 
12. Such random search generates enough large neural network, which is used further by the agent 
at the deterministic mode of movement in accordance with the weights of the neurons. This movement 
takes place between interconnected neurons. 
13. At the deterministic mode of movement, the agent considers all links from the currently active 
neuron to other neurons and chooses that neuron, which has the greatest weight among these linked 
neurons. The chosen neuron becomes active. The agent moves in space to the location that 
corresponds to the memory xk of new chosen neuron. The agent coordinate x(t) becomes equal to xk. 
14. Neurons have modifiable weights Wi. The more favorable location of the agent is in the space, 
the larger is the weight of the corresponding neuron. 
15. Neuron weights at both modes of movement are adjusted by means of reinforcement learning 
[2]. Namely, the weight of the neuron, which was active at the time t-1, is changed: 
 
ΔWt-1 = α [rt-1 + γWt – Wt-1] ,     (1) 
 
where Wt-1 and Wt are weights of neurons that are active at times t-1 and t, α is the speed of learning, γ 
is the discount factor, rt-1 is the amount of reinforcements obtained at time t-1. rt-1 = Δr, if at the time  
t-1 the agent coordinate coincides with the coordinate of the food source, and rt-1 = 0 otherwise. 
The model was analyzed by means of computer simulation. The following parameters were used at 
computer simulation: 
the length of the corridor L = 100, 
the food source is located in the middle of the corridor at x = 50, 
the size of the food source d = 10, 
the increase of the agent resource from the food source Δr = 1, 
the threshold at comparison of coordinates xk and x(t), Th = 1, 
the speed of learning α = 0.1, the discount factor γ = 0.9, 
the characteristic time of reducing the probability of selecting the random mode of movement Pm is 
equal to 1000 cycles of time, 
the characteristic value of the agent movement at the random mode of movement is equal to 10. 
 
Figures 1-4 characterize the simulation results for the one-dimensional case. Figure 1 shows the 
dynamics of the agent coordinate. This figure demonstrates that initially the agent executes the random 
movement. At large times t, the agent approaches to the food source and then stays in place near the 
source. Naturally, the agent resource increases over time (Figure 2). 
Dynamics of the weight Wt of the current neuron, which is active at time moment t, is shown in 
Figure 3. 
Dependence of weights Wi on neuron coordinates xi at the end of the simulation is shown in Figure 
4. This figure demonstrates that if xi is far away from the food source, then the weight of the 
corresponding neuron is small. 
These results show that the model demonstrates a rather non-trivial form of learning and ensures 
finding the food source. 
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Figure 1: Dynamics of the agent coordinate x(t) 
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Figure 2: Dynamics of the agent resource R(t) 
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Figure 3: Dynamics of the weight Wt of the current neuron 
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Figure 4: Dependence of weights Wi on neuron coordinates xi at the end of the simulation 
 
2.2 Two-dimensional Case 
For this case, the agent behavior is similar to the behavior described above. New aspects of the 
model are as follows.  
1. The agent moves in a two-dimensional space x, y. 
2. There is a maze with the food source. The modeled maze is shown in Figure 5. The maze 
consists of several rectangular “rooms”. The agent moves inside the maze. The task of the agent is to 
explore the maze and to find the food source. 
3. The food source is in a small area of the two-dimensional maze (Figure 5).  
4. The agent has a resource R(t) that increases, when the agent finds the food source. 
5. Any time moment t, the agent moves, changes of its coordinates are Δx(t), Δy(t). 
6. The agent control system is the set of neurons. Neurons have modifiable weights Wi; neuron 
weights are adjusted by means of reinforcement learning, analogously to the one-dimensional case 
(see the equation (1)). 
7. Each neuron stores the vector Si that has six components: the agent coordinates xi, yi and four 
distances to walls of the maze (namely, the distances in front, back, left and right directions from the 
agent),  
8. There are two modes of the agent dynamics: 1) the random mode of movement and 2) the 
deterministic mode of movement in accordance with the weights of the neurons. Analogously to the 
one-dimensional case, the annealing method takes place: at small times t the agent moves randomly, at 
large times the agent moves deterministically. 
9. At the random mode of movement, the agent after moving determines its coordinates x(t), y(t) 
and distances to walls. If these distances changed essentially (this means that the agent moved into a 
new “room”), then the new neuron, which stores the new agent coordinates and the new distances to 
the walls of the maze, is created. 
10. When the new neuron is formed, then the link from the previous active neuron to the new 
neuron is created. 
11. At the deterministic mode of movement, the agent moves to locations that correspond to 
neurons having large weights, similar to the one-dimensional case. 
The process of agent exploration of the maze was analyzed by means of computer simulation. 
Figure 5 characterizes the main features of dynamics of the agent for the two-dimensional case. 
Analysis of the results of computer simulation showed that the agent successfully explores the 
maze and finds the food source, and then the resource of the agent grows. In addition, there is the 
possibility of a sharp reduction of the size of the neural network: it is enough to remember in vectors 
Si only those points of the space, in which the surrounding situation changes greatly (these points 
correspond to a strong change of the location in the “room” or to movement into a new “room”, see 
circles in Figure 5). 
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Figure 5: Movement of the agent in the two-dimensional maze. The broken line shows the motion path of the 
agent; the points corresponding to the strong change of the environment are marked by circles; the grey area 
shows the food source 
3 Conclusion 
Thus, the model of the exploration behavior of agents that have control systems, which are based 
on a growing neural gas, has been developed. The model was analyzed for the one-dimensional and 
two-dimensional cases. For a two-dimensional case, the interesting version of the model with reduced 
number of neurons was developed: it is sufficient to remember in neuron memories only those 
locations, which correspond to radical changes of the environment. 
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